GET YOUR OILS
FOR FREE
Sharing the love with doTERRA oils can
change your friends' lives for the better.
It can also benefit you financially and
cover the cost of your oils!
There is no obligation to either set up an
account or process any orders. However,
these are necessary steps should you wish
to receive commissions.

YOUR
WORKSHOP
DETAILS
Date:

Here's how it works:
Time:

If you already have a doTERRA
wholesale account:
Simply process a 100 point order in the
same month as your friends' orders are
processed and you will receive 20% of the
point value of their orders. Eg. for every
friend who enrols with a Home Essentials
Kit + coconut oil (total 250 points) you will
receive 20% = $50.
If you do not yet have a doTERRA
wholesale account:
Open your wholesale account with any of
the starter kits any time before your
friends' orders are processed (this can be
after your class - I'll make sure you're
sorted!) then set up an LRP order of 100
points value (as above) for the following
month and you will receive 20% of the
point value of their orders!

Location:
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HOST GUIDE

What is the LRP?
LRP stands for Loyalty Rewards Program.
I will tell you and your guests all about
doTERRA's generous LRP at our
oils gathering!

Your

essential
workshop

I will ensure all commissions come your
way so, before I process anything, I will
chat with you after our class.
If building a business to supplement,
replace or multiply your income sounds
like the bees knees to you, let's chat
further!
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LET'S MAKE THIS AN
UNFORGETTABLE
EVENT
These oils will speak for themselves but we
want to make sure your guests remember
an experience, not just a workshop.

INVITING PEOPLE IS EASY
Here are some tips to make inviting your
friends and family simple and fun!
Personal invites are always best
Avoid creating a blanket Facebook invite
Think about who you know who could benefit
from these beautiful oils or doTERRA business
The sweet spot for a group is between 4-7
guests
Let people know that I am coming to run the
event (Hint: when guests know someone is
making the journey to teach them, they are
more likely to show up in full participation)

HOW TO CONFIRM PEOPLE
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Confirming isn't scary! Keep it fun and
lighthearted with these tried and tested
ways:
Set your RSVPs for 2 weeks ahead of the
event
Create a Facebook event after your get your
RSVPs. You can use this to communicate with
your guests in the lead up to your workshop!
Confirm with everyone 2-3 days before your
workshop. Tip: A message saying 'Can't wait
for Saturday!' is often more effective than
'Are you still coming?'
The morning of your event, send a group
message with a cute pic of your recipe saying
'Just whipped up these goodies for today!'

You can keep things sailing smoothly by:
Providing a warm, comfortable
environment that easily fits everyone.
Bonus points if there is access to a
powerpoint!
Ensuring there is some hydration on
hand. Some herbal tea or filtered water is
great - I can infuse it with essential oils
when I arrive!
Try whipping up some healthy snacks
(ideally infused with beautiful doTERRA
essential oils).
See your recipe book for ideas!
Please wait to serve food until after the
presentation. This limits distractions.
Ask everyone to arrive around 10 minutes
early so we can run on time

